ALUMNI BIOS*

Kristin MacLaren Abbott
’88, American Studies
Kristin is an illustrator at Abbott Illustration and an instructor at the Academy of Art University in San Francisco.

Amy G. Chen
’01, International Relations
Amy is a staff attorney and the health regional coordinator for the Bay Area Legal Aid Health Consumer Center in Oakland. She provides direct legal services in the areas of health access and economic justice. She is looking forward to talking with students who are considering public interest careers.

Lisa Davis
’84, Humanities
Lisa is an antitrust counseling and litigation lawyer at Wilson Sonsini Goodrich & Rosati. Her favorite spot on campus is the Quad. She has great advice on finding a career path.

Leana Giannini
’79, History, Italian, MA ’82, Education
Leana has an arsenal of degrees from Stanford, with a heavy emphasis on the humanities. She has worked in both teaching and law and loves to travel (especially to Italy).

*See complete alumni list on the registration page.
Tracy Hughes
‘91, Human Biology

Tracy is the founder and CEO of Silicon Valley Sports Ventures, an organization that invests in companies working with technology relevant to the world of sports. She was a student athlete and continues to be involved with the Stanford community and athletics program.

Ritu Kapur
‘98, Human Biology

Ritu is senior research scientist at NeuroPace, Inc. and was an RA while attending Stanford. She encourages “meandering” and has great advice for those who are still figuring out what they want to do.

Leslie Kim
‘98, English

Leslie is senior manager of private editions & product development for Stanford Travel/Study.

Dan Klein
‘90, Human Biology

Dan is a lecturer for TAPS, the GSB, the d.school and a resident fellow for Rinconada.

Kimarie Pike Matthews
‘95, Political Science

Kimarie is vice president of social media at Wells Fargo Bank and a board member of CuriOdyssey, a children’s science education and wildlife center in San Mateo.

Adam Miller
‘96, Sociology

Adam has spent over 10 years in education reform and is currently senior vice president of strategic partnerships for EdTec. He was an RA at Stanford and can give great advice on choosing a major.
**Terrill Tanaka**  
'75, Mechanical Engineering

Terrill formerly worked at Hewlett-Packard and Agilent Technologies. He is currently a marketing engineer at Keysight Technologies. He is also a member of the Stanford Alumni Board and enjoys volunteering on Frosh Move-In Day. Terrill has lots of great Stanford memories, including marching in the Rose Parade with LSJMB, playing intramurals and watching anti-war protests from the Larkin roof.

**Marc Thompson**  
'97, Science, Technology & Society

Marc is manager of quality infrastructure at PayPal and a volunteer for the Stanford admissions office. He is also a mentor at BUILD, a high school entrepreneurship program.

**Renita Thukral**  
'97, American Studies

Renita has experience in various fields of law, including civil rights, education reform and charter school law. She was an athlete while at Stanford and just returned to the Bay Area about eight months ago.

*See complete alumni list on the registration page.*